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PREFACE

The present report reviews a large part of the results

obtained during research work in the LF region which was made

by N. N e s s I e r within the framework of the VLF project,

Innsbruck.

Those studies at high frequencies are an important and

essential supplement to the studies on low frequency wave pro-

pagation through solid media.

Contractors Dr. Wolfram BITTERLICH

Kaiser-Franz-Josefstr. 5

A-6o2o Innsbruok, Austria

ABSTRACT

A description is given of the propagation of long tlev-

tromagnetio waves through rook, in continuation of our previous

studiee on the VLF region.

The theoretical bases of wave propagation are reviewed.

Important results of comprehensive calculations are summarized

and methods of moasuring the propagation parameters 69 dielec-

tric oonstantand Tv conductivity, are derived. The instruments

used for conducting the measurements are described. Most of them

had to be built by otw team.

Measurements i:LI the near field and in the near field - far

field transition zone ks well as through ore bede are evaluated*
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PROPAGATION OF LONG EI..CTROMAGNETIC WAVES THROUGH ROCK

1. Theory

In the reports [!] - [4] only the propagation of very long

waves (3 - 30 kc/sec, i.e., 100 - 10 km wavelength in vacuo)

through a conductive medium has been described. The effects expected

on transition from the near field to the far field could not

be studied at these large wavelengths. Neither was the homogeneous

and conducting region large enough for this purpose, nor was the

power of the transmitter equipped with rotatable antennas suffi-

ciently high.

For the purpose of studying the near field - far field

transition zone and for a better understanding of the rock para-

meters, e , dielectric constant, and dr, conductivity, measure-

ments were made at somewhat higher frequencies. Long waves of the

100 kc/sec region were chosen whose mode of propagation can still

be compared with that of very long wavesv yet they clearly show

transition effects at distances that can be reached easily°

As the theory is valid mainly for long a n d very long

waves, the derivation described in detail in [l] and F shallElll

not be repeated, only the results will be used,

The following simplifying conditions have been assumed for

this purpose: 1. Let the rock be a homogeneous, Isotropic and

unbounded medium surrounding the transmitting

antenna and the receiver.

2. Let the transmitting antenna radiate as a purely

magnetic dipole.

3. Let the distance between the transmitter and re-

ceiver be so large that transmitter and receiver

may be considered as point-shaped.

4. Let the parameters 6, 6 and I decisive for the

proDagation be constant and independent of
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frequency in the region considered.

In continuation of N , only the magnetic vector of the
electromagnetic field of radiation was measured in experiments;

this is why the magnetic components were considered almost ex-

elusively. Let the dipole axis coincide with the z-axis of the

specially suited system of spherical coordinates.

With

m - n.I°F.,. magnetic moment of the transmitting dipole

n,IF ... .. number of turns, antenna current, area of the

transmitting frame

.......... angle between the dipole and the radius vector

pointing to the point of measurement

r distance transmitter - receiver

complex matrial constantg

the following relations are valid for the magnetic dipole (of.

Fig. l)1)1

-i .ik r. ".1 ik -H r  m r c o s . 2 o e i k r 5  
* 2 ik i)

H r ,cs 2 3 r2

- H~ 0' (2)

-ik r (1 ik k
H m s i n e 3 2 -r  +  r ( 3 )

Ig ~rI mtos h r (:1a)

IHAI m'sinO-h_ (3a)

With

k -k. 2 ik 2  (4)

we obtain

k I )11 611 05
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and
2 1+ (24 ) . (6)

For the simplification k1 - k2 - k, which is admissible in

a wide region of VLF waves9 the condition d/we >> 1 is re-d0

quired. For LF waves, w is higher by roughly one power, this is

why the above simplification is valid only for very high con-

ductivities. For the theoretical calculation of VLF radiation,

the complete expressions of [21 were used.

H - 0 means symmetry about the z-axis (dipole axis) which

follows from the geometry of the transmitting axtertna considered

to be circular. All the field lines thus lie in meridional planes.

Thus the space problem is simplified, the measurement of

o n e meridional plane being theoretically sufficient for

describing the radiation pattern in full.

Only the value of the field strength (consisting of Hr and

) at the respective point of measurement can be measured,

The voltage Uind iniduced in the coil of the receiving antenna

is measured, which is proportional to the amount of the field

strength. 2j+ 2 1A

Uind -{h c.. Cos•h}' * (7)

The direction of the field strength maximum according to Fig. 1.2

is obtained from (7):

tanya ---- o (8)
IHrIrl

Similar to the Gaussian positions, the measurements for 00

and t-- 900 are of special interest.

Eq. (7) yields

r 0 r



Hj o° o ( Hgo) (10)

and h
r

The latter quantity permits interesting conclusions on the rock

parameters,

These expressions were used for computing and tabulating

a great number of field strength values by a ZUSE Z 23 computer

(program, description and flux diagrams as well as the results

will be given in a separate report).

On the basis of these results, the most important relations

were represented graphically for the frequency region of 120 kc/sec

which was of greatest interest in this connection.

Figs. 1.3 and 1o4 show the relation between the distance r

and the field strengths Hr and Hcorresponding to a profile

measurement for the Gaussian positions. The variable parameter

is the conductivity of the surrounding medium. The frequency of 120 kc

had been chosen in accordance with the actual measurements.

This representation shows that the dependence of the field strength

on conductivity at decreasing distances vanishes (fusion of all

the curves into a flat straight line), In the above region only

the term with 1/r3 is effective (Cf. Eqso (1) and (3))9 the term

for the exponential attenuation becomes unit.

The family of curves splits up as r increases, at first

for higher conductivities, then as the distance becomes larger

r ill, also for lower conductivities. The steeper drop of curves

v'presents the influence of the exponential attenuation. The two

curves for Hr and H corresponding to the Gaussian positions 0

and 900 differ in that the initial value of H ,is half that of Hr,

and that HA has a relative maximum. Thusq the curve for a certain

value of r and d rises above the other family of curves and drops

exponentially as tha dintann- increasee. From hereon, however, the
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exponential attenuation by far exceeds the small decrease propor-

tional to 1/r which in the expression in brackets (cfo (3)) re-

presents the most important term at large distances,

The family of curves represented in Figo 1o5 similarly to

Pig. 1o4 shows the dependence of HJon rg the parameter being

the frequency, and the conductivity being kept constant, This

representation illustrates the greater attenuation at higher fre-

quencies. If the frequency can be chosen, it should be adapted to

the physical conditions, depending on the purpose of this ex-

periment, For a direction-finding measurement largely undis-

turbed by the surrounding medium, the chosen frequency should

be as low as possible, whereas for determining the rock parameters

and ore inclusions of different conductivity it should be as

high as possible. The upper limit is given by the attenuation of

the distance to be covered.

Another important and frequently used type of measurement

through a medium io illustrated by the directivity patterns of

Figs. 1,6 and 1,7, Fig. 1.6 shows the change in diroctivity

pattern for conductivities of 10- 4 and 10- 2 mhos/i at increasing

distance. The change from a horizontal figure of eight to a

circle and vertical figure of eight corresponds to the attenuation

which is higher for Hr than for HA. The field strength values

H0 H30, H6 0, H9 0 are plotted on a linear scale from the center at

the corresponding angles of .9-. In view of a good graphical re-

presentation, a separate scale of the field strength was re-

quired for each distance (a logarithmic scale would be meaningless

in a circular diagram).

A directivity pattern having the shape of the diagram in

Fig. 1,7 can be used for determining the conductivity, At a given

frequency and distance, the shape of the directivity pattern

and the ratio between H0 and H is a measure of conductivity. As

the quotient of two similar measurements is used for the deter-

mination, this measurement is independent of all calibration fields,
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i.e., it cxn be made without an absolute calibration. The relation

between r and G - Ho/H90 (cf. Eq°(11)) as dependent on the fre-

quency and conductivity is shown in Figs. 1.8 and 1.9. The maxi-

mum which cannot be recognized from the equation and which occurs

at a certain combination of conductivity and distance is of

interest, with the function G approaching the value of 3. Below

the dashed line of G w 19 the curves are linear0 From a value

of G > 1 onward, we may speak in terms of the far field.

When measuring a directivity pattern9 the angle Y between

receiving antenna and radius vector also changes in dependence

on the structure of the field line pattern (Fig. 1,2), The re-

lation between )v and the other quantities is expressed in

the following equation:

h osinr3  tan
no --- (12)

r

The dependence of the angley on &-Is shown in the diagram

of Fig. 1.10 for various G values.

For the diagrams shown so far, a dependence on the di-

electric constant E was neglected. For studying in detail the

wave propagation in a medium9 all decisive parametars must be

known. In the diagrams 1.11 - 1.14, where E,$-and G are the

abscissa and ordinate9 respectively9 families of curves are

plotted whose constant parameters are e and d with one diagram

being valid for one cartain distance. All these dia&rams show

that various E values can be distinguished only below a certain

conductivity. A comparison between Figs. 1,11 and 1.12 - 1,14

shows that the curves split up at higber frequency alread: at

very low distance.

These diagrams are of great practical importancep since

from two quantities measured at one point of reception, conclusions

can be made as to the two decisive parameters d and
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2. Apparatus

Transmitters and receivers for the LF region were designed

and built on the basis of experience made when constructing trans-

mitters and receivers for VLF waves (for details see [2 ,[31 and

[4]). [6] gives a detailed description.

2.1 Large transmitting frame SA 10. Fig. I

The dimensions of the new frarae (4 :r 4 m) were given by

the size of the cavity in the mine, furthermore the antenna had
0

to be rotatable through an angle of at least 180 for the pur-

pose of measuring the antenna diagram. The theoretical conside-

rations in [11 showed that the radiation of frame coils free of

iron is better than that of coils filled with iron or ferrite.

Because of the calculated weight of approximately 80 kg,

a strong roof structure made of aluminum angle sections (40 x

x 40 x 5 mm) was pivoted on a thrust ball bearing. The frame is

fed from the laboratory to the first turn via Lecher wires, by

means of a transmitter (Type Aeronautical Communicaticus Equip-

ment Inc., Model 12 GLX-M. Serial Nro 312). The antenna is

tuned to resonance by means of capacitors. The resonance current

in the antenna has a maximum of 3.4 a, the resonance voltage

was approximately 13-000 v pp This transmitter was used for a

great number of measurements in the mine of GroBkogel.

As the transmitter was connected galvanically with the wide

network of rails (grounding), the electrical conditions were

complicated and therefore their evaluation cannot be given in this

report (for details see [6]). The present report is confined to

a description of the results measured with a portable transmitter.

The portable device is superior to the stationary one in so far

as it permits measurements in geologically different regions. Its

drawback of a shorter range is thus largely compensated.
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2.2 Battery transmitter, Fig. II

The transmitter was designed as a portable unit to be used

in various regions. The current source was a 12 v battery9 the

entire transmitter was fully transistorized. Fig. 2.1 shows the

circuit diagram of the transmitter. For a detailed description

see [6].

The transmitting antenna SA 11 was designed for the spe-

cial use with the portable transmitter. The frame construction

clearly visible in Fig. II is collapsible. The ant6nna is tuned

to resonanoe; the power transferred from the transmitter to the

antenna is calculated to be 5.4 watts.

2.3 Device for automatic antenna rotation

For the purpose of measuring the directivity patterns

described in Chapter 19 the transmitting antenna had to be ro-

tated about a vertical axis through angles of 15 and 300 at brief

intervals of time0 A device that turns the antenna automatically

had to be designed for the purpose of replacing another assistant

for these measurements. The following requirements were made:

a) The SA must be rotatable about the vertical axis through 150

and 30°° Its axis must always remain horizontal (absolute

angular deflection error less than l°)o

b) The antenna must be rotated automatically at equal time inter-

vals (adjustable betweE., 3 and 10 minutes9 accuracy approximate-

ly ± 10 seconds).

c) After a rotation through 1800 (occasionally 900 or 3600), the

direction of rotation must reverse automatically9 the stand-

still in the final position being 10 - 30 minutes (time for

two measurements plus time for walking to another site of

measurement9 accuracy + 1 minute).

d) The process of rotation must be signalled at the point of re-

ception.

The device shown in Figs. 2.2 - 2.4 meets these require-



Fig. i

Large transmitting frame SA 10 suspended rotatable in the tBta

Kiuft" in the GroBkogel mine, St, Gertraudi; the tuning unit can be

seen at the bottom, right above the tappings. To the left Is
C tche connection (Lecher wires) wizh the zransmitter.
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Fig. II

Portable transmitting frame SA 11 with automatic antenna rotation

device (below the frame), to the right is the transmitter and

tuning unit with instrument on the battery box.
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ments. For a detailed description of the set-up and function

see [6].

2.4 Receiving antenna PA 6

For determining a magnetic field accurately9 the strength

a n d direction of the magnetic vector must be known. The

direction-finder antenna (FA 6) built especially for this pur-

pose is intended for determining the direction of maximum field

strength in space and the plane of minimum field strength that is

perpendicular to this vector.

These conditions are fulfilled by the antenna shown in

Fig. 2.5, similarly to the antenna PA 5 on gimbals described in [3].

The high sensitivity and Q factor of the antenna made a

structure of synthetic material necessary for the direction-finder

head. For this purpose, plexiglass was suited, hard PVC was

chosen for the screws. Commercial 360-degree protractors with a

reading accuracy of 30' were used for the angular scales. All

angles were read by means of double-line plexiglass disks with-

out parallax error.

For the angles ofd4 and B (planes A and C), the position 00

can be chosen arbitrarily with a ring that can be adjusted with

respect to the turntables A and C. The angles are read by means

of the plexiglass rings fixed by a plastic screw. For the purpose

of measurement, plane A of angle o& is adjusted horizontally on

the tripod by means of a built-in spirit level, plane B(B) being

oriented toward north by means of an accurate compass. The setting

ring of plane A is then set to ob = 00 where it is fixed. If the

antenna rod in plane C (angle r) is adjusted such that it lies

in plane B(B), the direction-finder rod can be rotated into any

direction through &, and B, and the maximum field strength can then

be determined (two degrees of freedom are sufficient for describing

a general rotation). The minimum plane vertical to it is then

adjusted by turning angle B through 900. A variation of describes

the minimum plane.

When turning the direction-finder head through angle B, it
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would tip over together with the ferrite rod which might knock

against the tripod. This possibility is eliminated by means of

a return spring (bronze) built into the rotating mechanism which

by its progressive action compensates the tipping moment of the

ferrite rod in any position. The actual antenna is a slit ferrite

rod, length 400 mm and diameter 13 mm, made of ferrite material

550 N 25 by Siemens , Halske. If the rod winding is connected

asymmetrically with the impedance transformer without a trans-

former being connected between them, the voltage of the elec-

trical dipole adds to the induction voltage caused by the magnetic

field. This would cause incorrect voltage values and angular

deflections, especially in the direction of minimum magnetic

induction. The symmetrization necessary for accurate measurements

was attained by providing the winding of the antenna rod with

a symmetrical output and central grounding (cf. Fig. 2.6) in

accordance with the report of [7]. The results were very good,

the sensitivity to touch being negligibly small.

The antenna circuit is tuned at the secondary side of

the transformer. The input signal is fed into the selective

transmission measuring set (Type SPM-2, WandelgGoltermann)

via an impedance transformer and preamplifier (with four ranges

from 0 to 60 dB). The circuit diagram of the impedance trans-

former and preamplifier is shown in Fig. 2.6.

The receiver is calibrated in Wb/m by a method des-

cribed in detail in [4]: The ferrite antenna is put into the

field of a calibration coil accurately defined by Biot-Savart's

law and the induced voltage is measured. From a suitable series

of measurements for the frequency of interest (120 kc/sec), the

calibration factor is calculated by least squares adjustment:

c - 6.5 . 10- 1 3 Wbm'2/mv + 7.5% (at 40 dB preamplification).



Fig, III

Receiving antenna FA 6 (ferrite rod) on the plexiglass bearing

L head rotatable on gimbals. Foreground: screened cables for con-

I necting the antenna with preamplifier and tuning unit.
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For comparing the experimental results (voltage values) with

the field strength values calculated according to Chapter 19

the induction B at the point of measurement is computed from

experiment and theory.

The experimental results are to be multiplied by the

calibration factor c:

Bexp Wb/mjl cLm- 2 /mvo Uind [mv1

The theoretical values (hr9 h-9 hth) are multiplied by the

transmitting dipole strength m and the scale constant Vol

Bth Db/m I = m [am!i . i .vs/aml • h m 5- ] (14)

For a simple comparison between experiment and theory it ie

often desirous to check the consistency of the values by Sam±-

lies of curves. Bth contains the strength m of the transmitting

dipole which ray vary from one experiment to another. Therefore,

the tabulation and graphical representation of Bth is very specialo

This specialization can be avoided by comparing the "re-

duced" field strength h instead of the induction B. Hence we

have

Bexp coUind vWbm' mv . my 1-hexp m [ Mm (15)
exp WO 0 - am _. v s /-

where all variable quantities of the experiment are contained in

hexpt hth being dependent only on the given frequency and the

material constants. The experimental results are thus converted

as to their quantity and dimensions so that they can be directly

compared with the theoretical values graphically shown in various

forms in Chapter 1.
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2.5 Theory of measurements with the direction-finder antenna

As to the results of measurement described in Chap. 3

it must be mentioned that the transmitting antenna emits waves

whose polarization is not always purely linear, Theemitted wave

may be polarized elliptically, since the propagation takes place

partly in the form of a conduction current, and partly in the form

of displacement current [8] . In this case, the wave arriving

at the point of reception cannot be described by one vector only;

for a more accurate description, the direction cf the elliptical

plane (direction of the normal) and the directions and values

of the two elliptical axes are required.

These three quantities which are orthogonal to each

other, are represented by three voltages, U1, U2 and U3, which

are induced in the rod at the corresponding position of the

ferrite antenna,

The voltage Uind induced in the ferrite rod ropresents

the projection of the diameter of the rotating field ellipse

yielding the largest absolute v;iue of Uind [8] o Fig 2o9a shows

that this need not be the diameter lying in the direction of

the ferrite rod. The dashed curve gives the actual voltage U

for every angle ofr(for U2 - O, this will be exactly the cosine

dependence).

If the ferrite rod does not lie in the plane of the

rotating field ellipse, Un d is obtained by a plane which is

perpendicular to the ferrite rod and which touches the ellipse,

The latter is thus replaced by a three-axial ellipsoid whose

third axis is formed by U3 1 0* The schematic diagram of Fig.

2.9b indicates the enveloping surface resulting from it. From

the mathematical viewpoint this is an elliptical toroid

whose diameter oscillates when rotating.

4.

I
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For a rotation of the ferrite rod in any plane it can be shown

(cf. Fig. 2.9c) that the smallest induced voltage always lies in

the plane perpendicular to U1 (p]ane w).

For the purpose of measuring the above-mentioned character-

istics of the rotating-field ellipse which actually may have

any inclined positlon, the direction-finder antenna FA6 can be

aejusted by two different methods.

Method I!

1. Original position plane A horizontal9 plane B directed toward

north o - 0°0 t - 00i ferrite rod lying

in plane B (Cf. Fig. 2-5).

2. 8 - 9 s 900, change cluntil Uin d ' 'in; fix dy
3o A 0 change "' until Uind - min6 fix G.

4. Changer until Ui.nd min - U

the resulting angles d, B and r are then recorded.

5. 900, U90 UU
6" ov'8" U ina 4

The six quantitles d , ,UI . U 2 and U3 are uniquely adjusted in

five steps, F5r tne accurate adjustment of U the angles c or B

can be corrected after step 4. The minimum voltage U should be

small as compared to U,, thus being a measure of the accuracy of

the angle measurement.

After step 49 plane C of the bearing head (of. Fig. 2.5)

lies in the direction of minimum induction, i.e., perpendicular

to U1 0 It thus contains U2 and U3 (cf. Fig. 2.9c . plane w). With
t 900. the min.mum voltage in the horizontal plane A (step 2)

is adjusted sc that the maximum (V- 00) falls into plane B, its
direction being given by angleo . In most measurements, U Was

approximately horizontal, ob being identical with TNl(angle of the

field strength H facing north is represented by U1 with suffi-

cient accuracy,.
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Method II:

1. Original position the same as in method I.

2,0- , and B to be varied simultaneously until Uind ab-

solute minimum x) U3; fix , Bo

3. B ± 900, change until Uind mi -n U2,

4. + 900, Uina o

In this method, U3 is adjusted asymptotically. In the most un-

favorable cases 9 this requires a multitude of steps. After step 2,

the ferrite rod has the normal direction of the elliptical

plane (U3 ). After step 39 the plane C is identical with the

elliptical plane u (U1, U2 ), cf. Fig. 2.9c, which in some cases

yielded illustrative experimental results. The theoretical

evaluation, however, is much more difficult than in method I,

since the angle 1'N maist be calculated from the combination of

dL, B and r. It was owing to this drawback as well as to the

difficult asymptotic adjustment of U that method I which is

less illustrative but easier to evaluate, was usI almost ex-

clusively for determinir- the ellipse and its parameters.

It was proved by experiment that method I and method II

yield exactly the same voltage values of U1, U2 and U thus

yielding also the same angular positions. An analytical proof

can be given by means uf quaternions, but would be too small a

detail to be included in the present report.

The orthogonal field strength components Hr and HLre-

presented in the equations (1) and (3) are combined into one

vector F if they are in phase. H then forms the diagonal of

the rectangle formed by Hr and (Cfo Fig. 1o2)o If Hr and H

are not in phase, a rotating field ellipse results which analo-

gously to the Lissajous figures is inscribed in the rectangle4 4

over 2oHr and 2.H J- (cf. Fig. 2.10). A detailed study of the po-

larization effects shall be the subject of a separate report.

In the present report, it will be estimated how far the

neglection of the phase shift still lies within the accuracy of
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measurement.
A rotating field ellipse on principle forms only if two

non-parallel components are added which are out of phase. Hence

an elliptical polarization cannot exist at J- 00 and t- 900

where only the components ;r and 4occur. Thus9 the consideration

of U1 alone yields a complete evaluation. The quotient G - Ho/Hgo

is therefore independent of a possible phase shift.

For values of t lying between 0 and 900, H consists of

the two components H and H The ratio

A R r
A = r~q = G cot' 9  (16)

is decisive for determining the error. A/B determines the axial

ratio of the rectangle, in which the rotating-field e-llipse is

inscribed. The axial ratio U2/U1 of the ellipse is a measure of

the phase shift between H and . If the experimental value
r4

of U1s compared with the theoretical H, we obtain an ampli-
tude error of 1

u . lOO (1 (17)

and an angular error of At (angle between H and U1).

The table gives the error to be expected for some combi-

nations of A/B and 
U2/U o

2/10
TABLE OF ERRORS

u 2 /u1  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5

A/B $ ' AU A t AU A AU Ank AU
3 15 i 4- 2% 18' 6%" - -

2 10 0.6% 20 2% 60 5.5% 260 12%

1.5 0.70 0.7% 1.50 3% 40 6.5% 90 10.5%

1,25 0,30 1% 10 3.5% 20 7.5% 4.5 11.5%

1.0 00 2% 00 4% 00 7.7% 00 12.3%
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The derivation of the necessary equations is elementary

but complicated, therefore only the results are given herein.

An illustrative, but less accurately evaluable picture

of these relations is obtained by representing the Lissajous

figures on the oscilloscope and by varying the phase position.

From the table it can be seen that the error will be

negligibly small for an ellipse with the axial ratio U2/U, being

less than 0.2o For U2/U - 0.39 the amplitude error still lies

within the accuracy of measurement, whereas the error of angle in

an accurate measurement would have to be taken into account. For

the case of U = 0.5 which in the described measurements

occurs only rarely, the amplitude error is larger than the ex-

peoted accuracy of measurement. As the experience of measure-

ments showed it is not meaningful to evaluate deviations that

lie below 15%9 since the homogeneity of rock is insufficient.

For judging the angular deflection it must be taken into

account that U2 0°5 occurred in measurements where G was

near unity and Jwas about 450. Here too, the angular de-

flection is negligibly small.

The result of this examination shows that the approxi-

mation of
4

U 1 -,H

is admissible for the used method of evaluation0

3. Directivity pattern measurements with the portable transmitter

Mos-t of the experimental measurements were made in the

mine of GroBkogel near St. Gertraudi/Tyrolo The miner's map of

Fig. 3,l shows the air-conditioned laboratory with the above-

mentioned transmitter for the stationary unit. and the electronic

ceasuring site.
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Usually it is impossible to make measurements righ round

the transmitting antenna in he mine, therefore the antenna is

being rotated, withoul changing the location of transmitter and

receiver. Furthermore, a measurement of angle between transmitter

and receiver is impossible$ therefore, all angles are atfirst

related to the northern direction by means of a geological compass

(Breithaupt, Kassel) (cf. Fig. 3°4). Thus, the angles .(tiansmitting

antenna) and oG(receiving antenna) are obtained. Then the angle

of the line connecting transmitter and the point of measurement

is measured on the miner's map (9N). The angles r9 and Y (cf.
Fig ll) in the theoretical expressions yield the fo 'owing

relationsi

'9N 9N (8

*~=9N OG"

For the purpose of a simple and illustrative comparison with the

angles obtained theoretically, 13 and 'ware defined as followss

-9o0 <,J$ +900 else n9' =+ 1800

and 0 0(19)
and 900 <y6 +900 else r' = -+ 180".

The physical re-son for this definition is the fact that the

voltage values of transmitting antenna and receiving antenna on

rotation about 1800 are exactly the same, a fact which theo-

retically is understood ad hoc and which has been proved by

experiment. The symmetry of the ferrite rod receiving antenna

was attained by a set-up which is perfectly symmetrical from a

mechanical and electrical viewpoint.

From the multitude of measurements which are in good

agreement with the above theory, let us discuss only one very

typical case.

A. Standird measurement Siidostschlag:

The :ange of measurement stretches from the end uf Sbdosschlag

.7 -e I--h - - - - I N 4, 4. nort %. Q .U T an I e o- %

17 lenglh 92 m, direction toward north 9N -2420, The angl1es of
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.and 'are calculated from equation (18),, G 1.4 with good

approximation is the ratio of H(,-= -2°)> H (J- 68C),, i.e, the

ratio of the corresponding voltage values. The angles Yt for

compazison with experiment are the field directiorewhich are

to be e.&pected from (12) with G = 1.4. They are in good agree..

ment with experiment. Fig. 3.5a shows the directivity pattern of

the transmitting antenna and receiving antenna. The tabulated

values of The above and all other measurements aze recorded in [6]
As the directivity pattern is plotted for a stationary

transmitting antenna, the angle yhad to be plotted ¢ ockwise9

i.e., in opposite sense to Afor reasons of analogy. The angc.

r- (cf. Fig, 3.4) is counted positively from the axis of the

transmittInq artenna to the radius vector, whereas Y although
counted clockwise and positive, is counted from the raaiua ve,-

tor to the receiving antenna axis*

B, Profile measurement Westsch)a*

A number of d:rectivity patterns were measured at approxi-

mately equidistant points along the Westschlag (an almost straight

gallery Through largely dead rock connecting the GroBkogel with

the Kleinkogel mine). They are plotted as directivity

patterns of the receiving antenna in Fig 3.6 in The same scale

on the map. Hence the change in main lobe direction can be recog-

nized in good agreement with the diagram of Fig. 1.6s at the points

1 and 29 the large axis of the "receiving ellipse' points toward

the transmitter , whereas the diagram in 3 is about circular; from

4 onward, the principal axis is vertical to the radiusvectoro From

th,;reon we would have to speak in terms of the far field (cf. Chap-

ter i). 4
The conductivity of 2 o 10 mhos/m thus determined for this

region is in good agreement with the statements of 19i and [161.

If the directivity pattern of transmitting and ieceiving

antenna is considered as being RtaAnonary- nn 4 +Vf ymmz-...

axis of the diagiams is identified with the ray d:rertc.n of a wave
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front for the purpose of obtaining connection of fields of high

frequency (which according to the experimental results ian be done

in first approximation) , considerations may be applied which are

similar to those of geometrical optics.

It is owing to the method of evaluating the directivity

patterns measured, that a disturbance lying between transmitter

and receiver has a similar effect on all the results of measure-

ments for various values8

If the equation

A - T(20)

which has already been used above9 is applied for calculating

the angular deflectionsbetween the actually measured value of

and the corresponding theoretical angle iy t the resulting de-

viations Aly are about the same for all 4'values. Their mean

value dyis a measure of the deviation of the symmetry line of the

diagram from the radius vector.

hence it is impossible To make unique conclusions from

the deviations of the angles in a directivity pattern to the

deviation in the miner's map, or to a geological disturbance.

It is, however9 almost always possible to exchange transmitter

and receiver for a second measurement (cf. Fig. 3o4a). For an

approximate consideration ( 00 .. symmetry axis in correspond-

ence with the lobe direction, thus -N 9 ) we have the following

relation

N 'N~C

(21)

for

a) a geological disturbance in the-form of an interface between

a zone of low conductivity and one of higher conductivity.

is the undisturbed direction9  Is the apparent refracted
N ~~ ~~N e paet erce

direction from transmitter to receiver,49 " holds for an exchange

of transmitter and receiver0

p
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For the two series of forward and backward measurements,

the resulting Aware approximately equal9 having only opposite

signs4 This indicates a geological disturbance9 i.eo 9 a re-

fraction. Furthermore we have

sign'or " s (22)

.-- refraction

for the case of

b) a deviation owing to inaccurate miner's maps9 compass errors

or plane parallel refraction. Here, the following relation

is valid (cf. Fig. 3.4b)t

(23)

where 'N is the direction taken from the map,, is the di-

rection of the line connecting transmitter and receiver de-

termined from the measured , ill holds for an exchange
N

between transmitter and receiver. For the direction SN de-

termined from the miner's map, a correction must be made

(suitably denoted with AN which is to be c.alculated from

the AV values, becoming either positive or negative for

both series of measurement. Since the deviation,69N affects

1and -T with opposite signs (Of. Eq. (18)) and'4t and Aare

connected directly according to Eq. (12), we have

z-: 2A9N (24)

(exact only for G 1 1).

Hence follows

si forw. -ignA backw. (25)

um- map error or parallel displace-L e fl.



if the corrections axe equal for both cases, a refraction

caused by a geological disturbance is proved for one cases in tha

e-on' case an inaccurate miner's map or a compar ? error or pani-

praie ds:..men are respo.nsible. If the two correction. ar-,

differ,. n. (.upled refractLon can be distingruished frim a p.

;ol displac.ment and angular defle,: hon by finding the diffs

renze between the two corrections w2_thln the accuracy of measure-

D. are,:t.ivity pattern Stdostschlag-or enschlag

In continuation of previous measurements which indicated

an error in the map a number of directivity patterns were

r&.easured ard evaluai.d v-: h always 13 steps of 15° in the region

of I.orgenschlag and Sud.stschlag For a series of especially

;~~r Iheasu u, U.: ,o:rr,- pondlng backward measaren.eitt

'r-, .,,a.u.ticn wa, ni.de from the Eq (2? ) -(25) and t d i4,raips
,-, re gven m Fug 3 7. Tbc almoit identical mean deviaTionillboth

h .vc a negat.,zs -s:n wh ch zaccord ing tc the above thol .:A

results of previous measurements clearly indicates a map error.

PrC, Eq (24) w'e obta:n 8.... From the newly surveyed

c;,rzr . ma' "Fig. 3,1) there results again an angular correction

The good agreemen wilth theory shows the possibility of

making a mine or gallery survey by means of VLP bearing, This is

advantageous especially in those cases where the use of a then-

dolte inviolves considerable troubles, The accuracy of measarement

in(.reases as distance, conduntivity and frequency decrease

The highly interesting possibilities offered by this method

of measurement led to a further development and generalization of

the bearing method- A report shall be given at another occasion.
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D. Measurement through ore in the mine of Lafatsch

The abandoned mine of Lafatsch offers highly suited sites

of measurement, since the ore deposit (lead sulphide and zinc

blends) has not been mined9 furthermore the entire system of

galleries is free of rails and tubes.

Several directivity patterns9 tl.e two most typical of

which are shown9 were measured across the ore blade hatched in

Fig. 3.9. In this connection it must be mentioned that the measure-

ment was not exactly backward 9 since there was not enough room

for the antenna frame at site 386. For the backward measurementp

the transmitting antenna had been set up at point 195 which

lies approximately 13 m northwest of 386. This is the rvason

why the amplitudes of forward and backward m6aeui'ements differed.

In one case the sum ofAAy was found to be 370, whereas

for the backward measurement it was -37.50° This result which

according to (22) indicates a refraction, is very clearly ex-

pressed in the diagram of Fig. 3.8. The angle of refraction can

be taken from the representation according to Fig. 3-49 JX 2000

This cloar effect of refraction offers some more possi-

bilitiess According to the actual geological conditions , the ore

ted may be assumed to be a wedge whose refractive edge lies at

the southern margin; its angle of refraction can be calculated

from the equations of metal optics [i11 (dissipative medium).

The following equation holds for the index of refraction

of a conductive medium according to Joos [lj p. 312&

n 2 + c4d2/w2 + . (26)

Considering that the conductivity of dead rock for calculating

the reletive index of refraction nr = n EA T is 6T n 10 "4 mhos/m.

the wedge angle r for various values of dE, ore conductivity, is

calculated from the following table (anlge of refraction ,- 200)s
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d 1o-2 3 . 1o-3  1o 3 mhos/m

7.0 4.0 2.2

6° " 110 210

The conductivity 6E ' '10 2 mhos/m determined in previous re-

ports; yields a wedge angle of 6 - 80 which might be in good

agreement with the actual shape of the ore deposit.
Another possibility of checking this interpretation Is

offered by the deviation of the maximum from the horizontal.

It is probable that the ore depos--t is alai a wedge ly.Lng in

ve: tical direct-r, so that the ner %r (.' ,hapter I)

is "broken " . r ~io z aiiZ tie .:.<,! r',t;: "L, .'.. fr'.m the

pk,,n', t!, =:a'u de .li~n . "''. t~rIJ ."am,:, order f.! m m.nitud.

..... n: --- 1 -... , : 1 "'1.. Ci A ' . o-t

in ' .z 7a and 7b require a do,". -'-T:iriticn iho ratio of

Tu2iu exceede the value of 0.2 only in five oi a total of 25
measurements, Chapter 2.5 (Table p, 15 shows that the amplitude
and angular defle-ctions for U2/U I - 0.2 are negligibly small.

The deviations A4ywhi,.,h vary considerably therefore cannot be ex-

plained in this way by elliptical polarization.
Concidering the symmetry line of the two diagrams in Fig.

3-8 .s a zero line (as has been mentioned before), the angles

and f must also be calculated from this zero line,

The deviation taken from Pig. 3.8 is approximntely 200.
For the forward measurement (SA at ."P450, EA at MP386) the

following ,'tions are therefore valid for the corrected angles

00
J 200 .  20k*20°

and accord,.ngiy ,ai:;,
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for the backward measurement,

The new deviations Ak thus calculated fluctuate much less

about zero and have the order of the measuring error.

This is another proof of the fact that the directivity

pattern may be considered as a whole, and that its symmetry line

may be identified with the ray direction of a plane wave. It is

even possible to make the evaluation in accordance with the laws

of geometrical optics9 if the coefficient of refraction for a

conductive medium is determined as in metal optica.

Summary

From the results hitherto obtained we may conclude that

the measurement of directivity patterns is a considerable pro-

gress in simplifying the evaluation. The formal analogy to

geometrical optics is only one advantage; another step forward

is the possibility of measuring the rock parameters directly

on the solid rockv distinguishing especially between the diffe-

rent disturbing influences.

Besides the above-mentioned work on direction-finding

methods by means of VLF waves, the examination of wave propa-

gation at the rock-air interface is being prepared and has

already been made in parts. A detailed report will be given

after the completion of this work,

Furthermore9 the near-field far-field transition is

intended to be studied at still larger distances, The strong

and portable transmitters and more sensitive receiving antennas

necessary for this purpose are under construction.
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